VIDJAM of HORROR Screening & Awards Program - Nov. 1, 2020
Block One

Block Two

"To The Left...To The Left...To The Left... by

Barnaby & The Dark World by Hal Cramer/

Esteban Villarreal & DT Arndt

Newfoundland Films

Esteban Villarreal, DT Arndt, Skot Schneck; Starring

Wulfgar Ramsey, Karen Shields-Kunnick, Shannon

Jordan Jefferies and Chase Di Gennero

Fields, Ryan Brady, Ali Campbell, Nate Glessner,

One friend's crippling anxiety and another's love to

Alessandra Amoros, Matt Miller, Gary Limoge, Krystal

party lead to a horrific post wedding drive home.

Limoge, Ninja, Archer

(Adult Language, Adult Content)

A young man who's luck seems to be getting worse

DEBT by Crescentia Volz

comes to terms with the fact that his aging Labrador

Filmed by Crescentia; Edited by Scott Volz; Music by
Kevin MacLoed. An experimental film about the

may have been protecting more than he thought.
(Mild Violence, Strobe Lighting)

crushing fear of debt.

The Memory In The Field by Lillian Compton/ Lillian

Tales from a Cryptic Stranger by John

Films

Stoltzfus/Stray Cats Production
Joseph Brown, Matt Dillon, Ashley Dunlap, Crystal
Lance, Melodie Shade, Shelly Lynn Koch, John
Stoltzfus. A group of friends gather to tell scary

Cast: Nora Sullivan Amelia Williams Evan Ho Written
by Matthew Trezza & Lillian Compton Filmed,

Closing Hour Awards &
Filmmaker Q&A
Host: Sammi Leigh
Melville...
Sammi Leigh Melville lives
in Harrisburg, PA with her
two cats, Charlie and
Loren. She is the author of
the sci-fi/fantasy book, The
Fields (now available in

Directed, & Edited by Lillian Compton; Music by

print and e-book!) , and

Jonathan Zeppa. A girl is haunted by repressed

writes film reviews for The

stories on Halloween Night. They are treated to a

memories and her journey to face a traumatic

Burg. She has written and

tale by a mysterious stranger.... Could it be that they

moment has a bloody end. (Graphic Violence,

directed several short films

will learn a valuable lesson for themselves from this

Mental Illness)

tale? (Adult content, adult language, mild violence,
mild blood and gore)

Star Crossed by Jerry Stevens II/ Jerry Rigged
Production

The Chronicles of Barthalamule's Flute of Infinite
Romance by T.L. Barrick/Watts 'n' Rye

David Richwine Amber Wagner Mann Tyler Chick
Sean Kunkle Jennie Adams Jerry Stevens II Phillip

T.L. Barrick, Ray Smart, Mark Dundore, Pat Maurath.

Mann Tyler Yenna Score by Jonathan Zeppa.

Barthalamule travels time with his flute of infinite

Stephen is not ok.

romance seeking love, but he is cursed after being
bitten by a monster... and all love is lost as he travels
eternity alone. (Sexual Content)

"Extinction by Amy Dreibelbis

NEST by Wallace McKelvey
Directed by Lisa L. Weitzman; Starring, edited and

company, Screaming
Pictures, is Assistant
Manager of the Midtown
Cinema, and President of
Vidjam, a non-profit
organization which works
to encourage and foster
filmmaking in the Central
PA area.

produced by Wallace McKelvey; Starring and written

The Carl

by Carol Chromicky; Cinematography by Ben

Hillary Henson, Max Callahan, Kelly Smith

Chadwell; Music composed by Alexander Chadwell

Sounds by Airborne80, Freesound.org.

and Jonathan Zeppa.

In a remote outpost, two survivors wait for rescue

For Willie, purchasing a home was a brave new

before their time runs out. (Adult Language)

Victer's Nightmare by Victer Briskarl

adventure away from the woman who raised him. But
can we ever truly leave the nest? (Adult Content,
Adult Language, Mild Violence)

Victer's nightmares come true when things around
him become haunted & scary objects appear in the

Very Pig Trouble by Chris Ruppert

dark... he is lost in a nightmare of horrors.

Writer/Director/Editor/Composer/Actor Chris

Babysitting by Megan and Daisy Bradford
Megan, Daisy and Sapphire
Beware germs come is cute tiny packages!

Closure by Ashley Mahdavi
Ashley Mahdavi, Joshua Wacker, Sammi Leigh
Melville. An imminent nuclear attack disrupts a
proposal.

through her production

The Judges...
Thank you to our
fabulous volunteer
judges:

Lamar Kukuk
Paul Hood
Ryan Spahr

Ruppert Actress Lilly Ruppert Actor Ian Anderson
Assistant Amy Ruppert
A meteor passing the earth for the next 13 hours is
making animals become violent, will a father and
daughter survive the night when the bloody thirsty
guinea pigs decide to attack?

Jackie Benhayon

VIDJAM Screening & Awards Program - Sept. 20, 2020
Content Warning Guide
Vidjam’s primary mission is to cultivate a safe space for developing a filmmaking community built from people from
all walks of life, and all ages — and provide the community with opportunities to network, create their art, and share
their work. We strive to keep our community a welcoming place, which all filmmakers and film lovers can frequent
with peace of mind. To that end, we are offering content warnings so that the audiences can make informed choices
or be prepared for potentially mature or sensitive content.

AC

Adult Content

Includes adult situations, crude humor, or drug references or depictions of drug
and/or alcohol use that may not be suitable for children.

AL

Adult Language

Includes

dialogue

containing

infrequent

use

of

profanity,

expletives,

or

sexual

references.

GL

Graphic Language

Includes a heavy amount of profanity, moderate to frequent usage of expletives,
with or without a sexual and/or violent meaning.

MV

Mild Violence

Includes

a

mild

amount

of

abusive

or

violent

content,

shown

or

implied,

either

comedic or non-comedic in nature, that may or may not include some bloodshed.

V

Violence

Includes a moderate to significant amount of abusive or explicit violent content,
which may include mild to moderate amounts of bloodshed.

GV

Graphic Violence

Includes a heavy amount of explicit violence, blood or gore.

SC

Sexual Content

Includes

consensual

sexual

situations,

explicit

sexual

language,

mild

eroticism,

depictions of simulated sexual intercourse, partial nudity.

GS

SV

Graphic Sexual
Content
Sexual Violence

Includes consensual graphic sexual situations, simulated sexual intercourse that may
be of a pornographic nature, moderate or full-frontal nudity.

Includes threats or depictions, explicit or implied, of rape and/or other forms of
sexual assault or abuse.

